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Abstract. Method Engineering emerged in the 90s as a discipline to
design, construct and adapt methods, techniques and tools for the de-
velopment of information systems. By executing a method step by step,
users follow a systematic and well-defined way to attain the results which
the method was created for. To support the creation of methods in a
more guided and systematic way, a method framework can be used as a
template, allowing one to benefit from the expertise of method engineers
who regrouped their good practices in such frameworks. However, the
creation and adoption of a method may be difficult if there is no tool to
support these activities. In addition, method engineers may not have the
programming skills to implement such a tool. In this context, we propose
an approach inspired by the low-code paradigm for Method Engineering.
The approach helps method engineers in creating new methods or adapt-
ing an already existing framework that integrates some construction rules
for guidance. Our approach automatically provides tool support so that
method experts can actually execute the method. This paper presents
the approach through a proof of concept implementation, and a first
empirical evaluation through semi-structured interviews.

Keywords: Method Engineering · Low-code · Framework of Methods.

1 Introduction

In software engineering, development methods formalize the steps to follow in the
software development life-cycle, looking for quality and client satisfaction. In [1]
a method is defined as “a process for generating a set of models that describe
various aspects of a software being built using some well-defined notation”. Later
on, this definition evolved to include not only the process model but also the
product meta-model, to characterize the artifacts manipulated by the process.

Method Engineering is defined as the discipline to design, construct and adapt
methods, techniques and tools for the development of information systems [2].
This engineering discipline promotes the adaptation of methods to particular
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contexts or projects. Particularly, our intent is to focus on one type of meth-
ods, namely methods for the continual evolution or improvement of different
types of systems such as ecosystems, business processes, production processes,
etc. Indeed, nowadays, businesses are living in an ever-changing environment,
supported by technological, environmental and societal breakthroughs. This dy-
namism demands organizations to continually evolve to provide faster, better or
more innovative products and services to stay competitive in the market.

To create a new method, one should be well-aware of the application domain
as well as the Method Engineering field. To facilitate this task, frameworks have
been proposed to serve as a template from which a new method can be created.
Method engineers can be in charge of creating such frameworks. However, this
task is not well guided and requires considerable experience [4]. In addition,
although such frameworks provide a huge help in terms of creating a new method,
little support is found afterward [4], on the usage of the method.

Once a method is created for a specific need, an efficient execution of a
method requires some tool support. Indeed, each step of the method’s process
can be handled using a variety of different techniques, and using different tools.
For instance, in the Agile Methodology, in particular the Scrum Process, we can
mention two steps needing different techniques: the definition of the product
vision could be done using brainstorming, while following up the work could
be done by daily meetings, and specific tools to support these techniques exist.
While it is possible to execute the method step by step without a centralized
control, and to somehow manually keep track of where we are and what was
already done, it is more convenient to centralize this information. A tool to
support method creation, adaptation and execution would therefore facilitate
a method application. However, method engineers do not always have software
development skills to create such a tool. A low-code approach (LCA) can help
in achieving this goal, by automating the creation of a tool to support the exe-
cution of the created method. Indeed, the low-code paradigm promotes the de-
velopment of applications with little coding, to rapidly deliver applications [20].
Our research question is therefore : How can Method Engineering benefit from a
low-code approach in order to create, adapt and execute methods ?

In [17] we presented a preliminary work where low-code was applied to sup-
port method creation and execution. In this paper, we extend the previous one by
integrating the possibility to create frameworks of methods (from which meth-
ods can be created by adaptation), thereby including a third profile of actors
who can benefit from the approach: framework engineers (cf. Fig 1). Hereafter,
we present the approach and the implemented prototype, specially the method
executor module, generated automatically through the low-code engine. We also
report on preliminary user experiments performed on the prototype.

The outline of the paper is the following. First, Section 2 gives background
and the state of the art relying on Method Engineering and low-code approaches.
Section 3 overviews our low-code approach to support Method Engineering, fol-
lowed by Section 4 which relies on an example to illustrate the implemented
prototype. Section 5 presents the implementation as a proof of concept of the
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approach. Section 6 presents the first steps of a user-centred validation. Finally,
Section 7 concludes and highlights some future work.

2 Background and State of the Art

Approaches proposed in Method Engineering (ME) for the construction of a
method are generally classified in [14, 18]:

– ad-hoc approaches concerning the construction of a method “from scratch”;
– assembly-based approaches proposing to reuse and compose method com-

ponents (fragments, “method chunks”, services, ...) to construct a specific
method or a method family;

– extension-based approaches consisting of extending a method to produce a
new one;

– model-based or paradigm-based approaches, where the construction of a new
method is realized by instantiation or model adaptation [9].

We focus on a model-based approach by adaptation, where the construction
of methods is based on the adaptation of methods of the same abstraction level.
In this kind of approaches, methods are defined by both a process model and a
product meta-model, relying on the OMG meta-layers of models [12]. The process
model details the steps to follow to accomplish the goal of the method, while the
product meta-model describes the artifacts manipulated by the process. Both
the process model and the product meta-model are positioned in different meta-
layers. The process model conforms to an existing language (i.e. Maps, presented
in Section 4), while the product is positioned at the meta level.

Nowadays, method engineers must deal with vast and variable contexts when
they are in charge of putting in place a method guiding the continual evolution of
a system. Different examples of continual evolution methods can be found in the
literature, each one proposing its own cycle of steps and ways to characterize the
artifacts guiding the evolution, for example, PDCA (Plan, Do Check, Act) [8],
DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control) [7], and A3 [22]. Except
for DMAIC [7], the aforementioned methods have not been formalized, which
makes it challenging to integrate them in a framework of methods.

Different approaches [4, 2, 9, 18, 14] have been proposed in ME to deal with
the construction of new methods by adapting existing ones. However, for the best
of our knowledge there are no tools to support the creation of methods based
on these approaches, and such adaptation is mainly paper-based. We formal-
ized in previous works the As-Is/As-If framework [4] as a conceptual framework
dedicated to the family [9] of continual evolution methods. This framework is
composed of a process model and a product meta-model that method engineers
can adapt when constructing a target method. The last one results in a method
guiding the continual evolution of a system in a given context.

In our previous works, the use of this framework was simply guided by heuris-
tics that method engineers could “manually” apply to adapt the process model
and the product meta-model to their own domain. This paper presents a novel
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approach based on the low-code paradigm, to help method engineers to construct
a new method, by adaptation of a framework of methods (such as As-Is/As-If),
and to follow its execution.

Low-code development platforms (LCDP) enable rapid application de-
livery with a minimum of hand-coding, and quick setup and deployment [20].
The goal of such platforms is to ease the development of applications, by reduc-
ing drastically the coding efforts, or by eliminating coding all together. Although
the term low-code first appeared in the literature in 2014 [20], some principles
behind it are not completely new. There have been efforts to easy applications’
development since a long time ago. Very popular in the 90s, Microsoft Office
Access provides an easy way to create simple desktop applications with input
forms to manage data in information systems. WordPress1 has also been in the
market since the 2000s, providing a user-friendly way to create websites. The
main difference with LCDP is that a bigger focus has been made on fast ap-
plication delivery, beside the rapid application development (usually based on a
visual and drag’n’drop way of development).

However, for the best of our knowledge, no LCDP had yet focused on ME.
Most LCDP can be classified as general purpose platforms, while some are spe-
cific to process modeling. According to [19], general-purpose LCDPs target a
wide range of applications with tools that address application creation, integra-
tion, deployment, life-cycle management, and distribution. Some general-purpose
LCDP propose workflow automation, which to some extent relates with the
method execution we propose to support in this paper. Examples of such LCDP
are Mendix2, OutSystems3, and Simplicité4. However, the workflow automation
in these LCDP helps in defining the business logic of applications behavior, which
may be adapted to methods processes, but it is not their main focus.

On the other hand, LCDPs specific to process modeling focus on creating and
configuring process flow logic and workflows, specially business processes. Some
of those LCDPs are AgilePoint5, Appian6, Bonitasoft7, Activiti8, JBoss jBPM9

or Intalio10. Most of these LCDPs support the Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN 2.0) language [11] to represent processes and also provide con-
strained ways to define a data model of the process (e.g. relational databases or
java classes). The main difference with our approach is that ours allows method
engineers to define data at the meta level (i.e. the product meta-model). This
provides the possibility to benefit from a Domain Specific Language, to guide the
creation of the product model, giving more flexibility when defining the artifacts
1 https://wordpress.com/
2 https://www.mendix.com/
3 https://www.outsystems.com/
4 https://simplicite.fr
5 https://www.agilepoint.com
6 https://appian.com/
7 https://www.bonitasoft.com/
8 https://www.activiti.org/
9 https://www.jbpm.org/

10 https://www.intalio.com/
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that may be used in the method. Besides, our approach allows a larger range of
profiles (namely framework engineers, method engineers and method experts, cf.
Fig 1) to benefit from the low-code paradigm. The next section introduces the
approach and briefly presents the research methodology we followed.

3 Overview of a LCA to Support Method Engineering

This section provides an overview of a low code approach (LCA) focusing on the
different users that can work together in the ME field. Based on our previous
experience [4], we identified people with different profiles working together and
playing different roles in the field of Method Engineering: (i) framework engi-
neers know and can design different method frameworks from which methods
can be created. These frameworks can be considered as method templates that
may capitalize knowledge; (ii) method engineers are well aware of the Method
Engineering discipline and can create a new method or adapt an existing frame-
work or method for a specific purpose; finally (iii) method experts have deep
knowledge in one (or more) specific method(s) and are able to lead its (or their)
execution. The approach presented in this paper aims at supporting these three
roles in achieving their goals.

Firstly, a framework engineer creates a framework of methods (Fig. 1), which
facilitates further creation of a method. Such a framework would define a generic
process model and product meta-model, adaptable to many application domains.
It could include a set of heuristics, in order to restrict and guide the method con-

Fig. 1. A low-code approach to support Method Engineering.
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struction rules. In the next step, framework engineers can configure the frame-
work, by setting the most suitable tools to execute each step of the methods
based on their framework.

Once a framework is created and configured, method engineers can create
a method by adapting the latter, meaning that the process model and product
meta-model of the framework can be extended to create a new method for a
specific purpose, following the pre-defined framework heuristics. Alternatively,
the method engineer can also create a method from scratch. The list of configured
tools in the framework are then suggested to configure the new-created method
(in case the latter was created based on a framework). In this step, a method
engineer could also propose new tools.

Once a method is created and configured, the method expert can lead its
execution step by step. Following the low-code paradigm, a supporting tool to
execute the method is automatically generated and can be used by method
experts in order to track the progression and the different artifacts resulting
from each step.

In this work, we follow the THEDRE research methodology [16], a framework
of scientific research in computer science. This method proposes guides to man-
age research, to correctly initiate the work, to experiment, to analyze data, and
to write an article. This method is user-centred, therefore users are quickly put
in the research cycle. In this research, the prototype we have developed to illus-
trate the approach was quickly evaluated by users, and the preliminary results
are discussed in Section 6.

4 Running Example

This section presents the CEFOP [5] method as a running example which we will
use to illustrate the approach presented in this paper, in Section 5. Fig. 2 depicts
the usage of the As-Is/As-If framework for the creation of the CEFOP method, a
method dedicated to continual evolution of business processes within small and
medium companies. The goal of the CEFOP method is to incite process partic-
ipants empowerment and collective decision-making on the possible evolutions,
by making participants’ intervention more objective in particular through traces
analysis and process mining techniques.

On the As-Is/As-If framework, the product meta-model is represented us-
ing UML class diagrams (depicted on the left part of Fig. 2), a well-known
standard notation for representing conceptual data models, while the process
model is represented using the Map [21] language (depicted on the right part
of Fig. 2), a well-known notation to represent goal-oriented processes. Indeed,
the As-Is/As-If framework adopts an intentional-based approach, in which the
process model promotes a clear difference between what to achieve (the inten-
tions, represented by ellipses) and the ways to achieve it (the strategies, arcs
linking the ellipses) [21]. On the other hand, the product meta-model defines
all the concepts (data artifacts) manipulated by the process model, as well as
their relationships. For instance, in the CEFOP method, continual evolution of
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Fig. 2. As-Is/As-Is Core Package and its adaptation in CEFOP (on the left the product
meta-models and on the right the process models).

business processes is the main focus, so in the product meta-model, a class to
characterize business processes can be found (cf. the bottom-left part of Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 shows the adaptation of a fragment of the As-Is/As-If framework (the
Core Package) to the CEFOP method. The top of Fig. 2 shows the template
proposed by the As-Is/As-If framework for generic continual evolution methods,
where we start from a current version of a system (As-Is) towards possible evolu-
tions of it (As-If). The bottom of the image shows the CEFOP method adapted
from the As-Is/As-IF template.

In this paper, we propose an approach to create frameworks of methods,
allowing methods to be created or adapted in a more guided way. Furthermore,
methods can be executed step by step. We use the As-Is/As-If framework to
illustrate the creation of frameworks in our approach, nonetheless the approach
is generic and can be used to create other frameworks of methods. The next
section presents LOMET , a prototype that implements the approach.

5 Approach Implementation: the LOMET Tool

LOMET (for LOw-code Method Engineering Tool) is a web-based platform com-
posed of two main modules: a method editor and a method executor. The method
editor is a classic web diagram editor (dedicated to framework engineers and
method engineers) allowing frameworks and methods to be created, while the
method executor (dedicated to method experts) provides a supporting tool to
execute a method, by applying the low-code paradigm (with user-friendly config-
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urations and easy tool creation). Concerning the technologies, JointJS11, HTML
and CSS are used in the front-end, and Express12 and MySQL in the back-end.
Following, the aforementioned modules are described in more detail.

5.1 Creating a Framework of Methods (or a Method)

Fig. 3 illustrates the framework of methods (and method) editor. At the top of
the web editor, the method engineer or the framework engineer can choose to cre-
ate a method or a framework. Several functionalities are available in both cases,
accessible through a toolbar: Save as (both in a JSON file and in a database)
and Open (from a JSON file), Associate chunks of the product meta-model with
a part of the process model, and Save the method as an image. In case we want
to create a method, through the button From framework we can select which
framework our method is based on. There is also the possibility to skip this and
create a method from scratch. Using the toolbar, we can also indicate that we
want to apply the framework heuristics when creating our own method, or on
the contrary if it is preferable to freely create our method using the framework as
a template. Note that definition and use of the heuristics are out of the scope of
this paper. The reader can refer to [4] for a deepen explanation. Other features
available on the left and right sides of the user interface are the Visual Zoom and
Open a framework/method from the database (a blue engine button). The Visual
Zoom selector allows one to alternate the mouse scroll button function between
visually zoom in/zoom out the diagrams and simply scroll the webpage.

The editor main zone contains two pages for creating the process model and
the product meta-model (using Maps and UML class diagrams) of a method
or a framework. A sticky toolbar available on each side of the pages allows one
to drag’n’drop visual elements inside the models. We can connect elements by
creating a link from a source to a target element. For instance, the “by evolution
strategy” on the process model which connects the “Characterize As-Is Business
Process” and “Imagine As-If B. Process” intentions (Fig. 3), or the associations
between the “AS-IS” and “AS-IF” meta-classes on the product meta-model.

The process model includes an interesting feature called Semantic Zoom [10],
a graphical technique to balance detail and context. While a physical zoom
changes the size and visible details of objects, a semantic zoom changes the type
and meaning of information displayed by the object, by using a semantic transi-
tion between detailed and general views of information. In LOMET, by clicking in a
strategy, one can detail how it can be subdivided, in another sub-map below the
previous one. For instance, in Fig. 3, the “by analysis” strategy (in dashed line)
used to iteratively perform the intention “Characterize As-Is Business Process”
can be further detailed in a sub-map, with extra intentions and strategies. Fur-
thermore, the “by specification” strategy to go from the “start” to the “Identify
Process Components” intentions is also detailed in a second sub-map below the
previous one. Two levels of semantic zooms are available.
11 https://www.jointjs.com/
12 https://expressjs.com/
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Fig. 3. User interface to create a framework of methods and a method in LOMET.

While the process model of a method is progressively created from a generic
view (the main Map) to more detailed ones (the two sub-maps), the product
meta-model is a single model containing all the elements manipulated by the
process model in the context of the method. To identify more precisely which
meta-classes are manipulated by a process model’s fragment, we can associate
them in LOMET using the Associate button in the toolbar. By linking a strategy
to a set of meta-classes, LOMET colorizes them equally, resulting in the visual
render illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, the “Process Component” (and its subtypes)
and the “Process Measure” meta-classes are manipulated by the “by analysis”
strategy in the process model (detailed in the two lower sub-maps).

5.2 Configuring a Framework of Methods (or a Method)

Once the framework of methods (or the method) is created, the framework en-
gineer (or the method engineer) can configure it by indicating the most suitable
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Fig. 4. User interface to configure a method in LOMET.

tools to execute each step of the method (cf. Fig. 1). This is done at the pro-
cess model level, and to do so, the method engineer selects each strategy of the
process model, and sets the URLs to the most suitable external tools to execute
this part of the method. For instance, in Fig. 3, in order to “Identify the Process
Components” at the CEFOP method (an intention in the second map), the first
thing to do is to “Outline the Process”, followed by “Model the Process” (in the
third map), and one possible strategy to outline the process is “by automatic
process discovery” (in the third map). This can be done using process mining
tools such as ProM 13. Therefore, the framework engineer (or the method engi-
neer) can suggest this tool in LOMET (cf. Fig. 4), so that the method expert uses
it when executing this step of the method.

In its current state, the method execution only takes into account the steps
defined in the process model. The product meta-model is not yet exploited, so it
is only informative. We already included a way to create product meta-models
in the method editor in order to exploit them when the method is executed, as
a future work. For instance, a product model could define the elements (process
components) in which the business process improvement will focus on, such as
inputs, outputs or tasks (cf. the product meta-model in Fig. 3), ignoring for
instance activity execution flows. Therefore, when outlining a business process,
only the elements identified in the product model will be considered in its con-
tinual evolution.

5.3 Executing a Method

Following the low-code paradigm, LOMET automatically generates a supporting
tool for method experts to execute the method created and configured before-
hand. The advantages of the supporting tool are threefold: firstly, method experts
are provided with a visual indication of which steps of the method were already
executed (in green), which one they are currently on (in yellow), and which ones
are pending (in red), cf. Fig. 5. Currently, method experts indicate manually
in the tool the status of each step, by clicking on a strategy and changing its
13 https://promtools.org/
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Fig. 5. User interface to execute a method in LOMET.

status. Secondly, method experts can execute the method step by step using the
external tools configured by the method engineer. And lastly, they can keep in
LOMET a repository of artifacts produced during the method execution.

To execute the method in the generated supporting tool, method experts:
(i) click on each strategy of the process model (the top part of Fig. 5); (ii)
click in the URL set by the method engineer (the bottom part of Fig. 5); (iii)
are redirected to the external tool; (iv) where they can create an artifact in
this external tool (for instance, a PDF containing the processes automatically
discovered by process mining using the ProM tools); and (v) import this artifact
back into LOMET (button Browse in Fig. 5). They can then follow these steps
for each strategy of the process model in order to execute the method. If the
method expert has already imported an artifact for a strategy before, she/he can
visualize it in the same user interface (just below the Browse button in Fig. 5),
allowing her/him to keep in LOMET a repository of artifacts produced by the
method execution, for further access.

Our low-code prototype proposes a unique tool to execute the method step
by step, helping method experts to handle the heterogeneity of existing tools
suitable for each strategy of a method process model. Method experts may not be
aware of these tools, and the method engineer expertise is necessary to configure
the method with the most suitable tools. The low-code paradigm finds here
an interesting application in the Method Engineering domain, allowing method
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engineers to provide a supporting tool for method experts to adopt the method
without having to actually implement the tool.

6 Validation of the Functional Requirements of LOMET

This section presents an evaluation in progress of LOMET . The aim is to verify
if the tool provides the adequate functional requirements for method engineers
to build and provide support to their own methods. We also evaluate the tool
usability. Non-functional requirements of LOMET are out of the scope of this
paper. A user-centred experiment has been put in place within researchers that
participated in the creation of their continual evolution methods without the
help of any tool.

To carry out the evaluation, we choose a method recommended by sociologists
and also by computer designers: semi-structured interviews [13]. The interviews
are completed by observing the participants. We choose this method as it helps
to identify ideas, opinions, or habits. These interviews are organized face to face
with an interview schedule grid. For the moment, only three interviews have been
realized, with research colleagues that lead projects where continuous evolution
methods were produced (ADInnov [6], CEFOP [5] and CircusChain[15]).

We rely on our running example using the As-Is-As-If framework to provide
to the subjects an incomplete adaptation of their own methods. After a video
demonstration, the subjects had to complete a part of their methods through a
protocol with different steps : 1) import the template; 2) manipulate the process
model in order to complete a strategy using a semantic zoom; 2) manipulate the
product meta-model in order to define the data model (product meta-model)
manipulated by the process model; 3) configure the method to define the appro-
priate tools to execute the strategy; and finally 4) execute the defined strategy
including the upload of a document representing the artifact of the aforemen-
tioned strategy execution using the pre-defined tool.

The validation had to produce some evidence regarding the following 3 useful-
ness/usability statements : 1) “The LOMET tool is an appropriate way to monitor
the execution of a method”; 2) “The LOMET tool is helpful to create a method com-
pared to the creation without a tool”; and 3) “The LOMET tool is easy to use”. The
available material was: 1) the case study containing the exercise description; 2)
two questionnaires explained below; 3) a 10-min video demo; and 4) the LOMET
tool, accessible via a (for the moment) local URL.

The first questionnaire targeted the profile description of the subject. We
question the subjects about what they consider to be their knowledge in the
Method Engineering topic, what are their potential difficulties that they faced
when building their methods without tool support, the functionalities that they
may want to have in order to support their methods and how they currently
follow up the method execution. Some interesting points follow. Firstly, none of
the interviewed experts had a way to configure nor execute their methods, what
they consider as drawbacks for the method adoption. Secondly, some desired
functionalities were indicated: 1) the versioning possibility; 2) the possibility
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to use method fragments to build a new method; 3) a way to trace the method
execution with artifacts on each step; 4) the possibility to highlight the coherence
between the process model and the manipulated artifacts; 5) the possibility
to highlight the impacts of a change in the method; and 6) the possibility to
instantiate the method. As shown in the previous sections, all the mentioned
desired functionalities are already considered in LOMET , apart from the impact
analysis. The fragment composition is not yet well-developed but the possibility
to define some fragments in the form of a framework, which can be then imported
to create a new method, partly supports this feature.

After the video visualization and the exercises, the second questionnaire
was used in order to ask the subjects about the advantages and disadvantages of
the tool, as well as the difficulties that LOMET could have minimized when building
their own methods. We also asked about the appropriateness of the proposed
functionalities, and we rely on Brooke’s System Usability Scale (SUS) [3] to
evaluate the tool’s usability.

The following advantages were put forward: 1) the tool was considered an
appropriate way to enable knowledge capitalization; 2) the possibility to import
a framework (template) accelerate the method construction; 3) the fact of using a
specific and constrained language for modeling the method was also appreciated;
4) the process model was considered easy to manipulate. The semantic zooms
helped to master the potential complexity; 5) the possibility to assign dedicated
tools to the process strategies at the framework and method creation level was
considered useful; 6) the use of colors and the possibility to associate process
model elements with the product meta-model elements was also appreciated.

The following disadvantages were highlighted: 1) the method execution was
considered limited (mainly status update and artifact uploads). Also, no auto-
matic status update of the intention was proposed; 2) several usability problems
were detected such as the need for clarification of the framework import and
opening, the difficult way to add associations in the product meta-model, the
non-intuitive image export, the lack of standardized way to interact with graph-
ical elements, or the lack of a Ctrl+Z option. Nevertheless, considering the SUS
questionnaire, the answers were mostly positive; 3) the product meta-model ma-
nipulation was sometimes hard, especially if there is a need to manipulate large
models. There is no way to manage the complexity using semantic zooms as in
the process model part; 4) there is no easy way to re-use method fragments. In-
deed, even if the tool provides the possibility to reuse a framework as a template,
there is no dedicated functionality to compose method fragments.

Considering the aforementioned problems, we plan to integrate the corre-
sponding improvements. In a short term period, we aim at treating the execu-
tion limitations and enrich it with a specific forum so users can comment each
uploaded artifact. In addition, the fact of adding a protocol that may be attached
to the tool in order to guide its usage is also a priority. The prototype nature
of the tool indeed induces some usability limitations that we also aim to treat
rapidly. In a mid-term period, we want to explore the possible integration with a
dedicated UML editor in the tool in order to facilitate the class diagram edition,
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for the product meta-model. Finally, the introduction of method fragments is
considered to be a long-term objective that still has to be studied.

To conclude, it is still soon to consider that our three usefulness/usability
statements have been validated, as we have only performed three interviews.
Still, as we show here, we have already received feedback that is useful to guide
future improvements of the tool and the general approach. Indeed, the user-
centred interviews are a valuable way to evaluate and improve the approach,
with promising results.

7 Conclusion

We have presented in this paper an approach to support the creation of frame-
works of methods, from which one can derive methods adapted to her/his do-
main. The approach benefits from the advantages of the low-code paradigm,
allowing method engineers, who may not have programming skills, to produce
and configure a tool to support method experts on the execution of methods.
Therefore, we have tackled our research question presented in Section 1.

In our approach, a method is formalized by means of a process model (rep-
resented by Maps) and a product meta-model (represented by a UML class dia-
gram). Any framework of methods using these formalisms can benefit from our
approach. Once a method is created, the method engineer configures the most
suitable tools to execute each step of the method, from which method experts
can execute the method using a tool derived from this configuration, without
having to write one single line of code.

As mentioned in Section 6, we plan at extending the tool by adding the
possibility to include a set of guidelines (i.e. protocols) in the method. These
protocols could be defined by the method engineer, in order to better guide
the method expert when executing the method. Besides, we plan to extend the
configurations’ possibilities that method engineers do in the method, since for
the moment they can set a list of tools allowing the method expert to execute
each step of the method.
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